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I respect Admiral Lee Sun-shin
very much. During the Japanese
invasion of Korea in 1592, he led
every battle to victory with fewer than
40 warships against the Japanese.
Although the victory was based on his
excellent generalship, the greatest
hero cannot win the battle by himself,
the decisive factor for the victory was
that he and his soldiers worked
together as one. As we can tell from
his story, he sharpened the arrowheads
alone while his soldiers were sleeping.
His soldiers were impressed by his
solicitude and dedication, which led
his soldiers to fight the battles fiercely
and to the victory. 

I have thought seriously how to lead
university administration since I
declared my presidency because I am
aware that the competence for the
work is an important part for our
university’s development. Effective
administration starts from university
staff members’ heart. Following the
Admiral's leadership, I try to be a
president who considers the KMU
staff family members and
communicates with them instead of
being unilaterally directive. I want to
be a president who makes the staff
feel moved and touched by my
management and encourages them to
work happily. 

I ran for the presidency to build a
specialized maritime university based
on innovative academic-industrial
cooperation with maritime-related
public institutions like KIOST (Korea
Institute of Ocean Science &
Technology) near KMU. 

I plan to make KMU a specialized
university which nobody can be
superior to. By establishing a network
with related organizations and asking
for cooperation from Korean
government and companies, I will
develop KMU as an international
university which has a complete view
of all the ocean affairs.

A president should have advanced
thoughts, vision, and sociability which
can bring every member into accord,
and good negotiation ability. I have
tried to understand the property of our
university and the school administration
serving the university for 20 years as a
dean and a laboratory chief. With the

experiences in KMU, Seoul National
University, University of London, and
international activities, I have tried to
develop a professional and
international sense. 

Through participating in outside
activities, I have set up an external
network. I believe that I have a strong
will and the drive to make the
impossible possible, such as when I
tried to attract a government research
center and realized the movement of
public institutions to Yeong-do.

It is believed that KMU is a
common and local university. But that

is not true. KMU is a prestigious
university representing South Korea to
the world. KMU is a glocal university
that many organizations have recently
set their sights on. In order to enhance
our university’s position, I have
participated in governmental or local
marine-related events since I became
the president of KMU. I will keep on
maximizing the promotion effect by
making use of various media and
publicizing the product of our
university’s studies and education.
Through contests for idea
development of our university and
enhancement of its image, I will
continue to attract KMU staff

members' interests and raise the pride
of KMU. 

I make use of my time effectively
because I can manage my schedule
easily using my smartphone and
computer. During a week, I am
usually scheduled to have meetings,
receive reports, and go on business
trips. To grasp the present situation of
the whole university, I am informed
and give orders in the car. After
getting off work, I usually return
home at ten p. m. I make time out of
my busy schedule to work out. Every
morning I take a walk at the
waterfront near my home. On a

weekend, I usually take a rest going
on a hike or reading books.

The second campus will be
developed focusing on the industrial-
education cooperation. Attracting the
industrial-education research center
will invigorate studies in both basic
science study and cutting edge
technology. I intend to establish the
world-class campus for research and
development.

I will direct the second campus
project to expand welfare facilities for
students and to set up a good
educational environment. I will also
strengthen our competitiveness by
improving the commuting experience
by tailoring building clusters and
classrooms. We are also building a
new dormitory on the second campus
and the project for moving the current
dormitories into the campus is in
progress.

First, I will make KMU conduct
itself as a guild in the ocean fields. I
am sure KMU is the best specialized
university consisting of four colleges
and can cover the wide range
activities of the marine fields. I will
also make an effort for KMU to play a
huge role in government policy. 

Second, by improving the
educational and research environment,
including upgrading and modernizing
the research facilities and vitalizing
our graduate school programs, I will
develop KMU as a leading university. 

Third, enhancing international
interchanges, I will make the basic for
a universal university. Vitalizing the
interchanges such as constructing
development models linked marine
universities in the world and
expanding language study programs,
KMU will reinforce its competitiveness.

Fourth, I will make an effort to
make working environment which
staff members work happily. The
members spend most of their time at
work so they can feel happy when
they have a positive working
environment. For the staff's happiness,
I will promote the welfare of the staff
members and active communication
between the members. 
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resident Lee Myung-bak visited KMU on
Wednesday, May 9th to attend the 121th
Emergency Economic Countermeasures
meeting. President Lee visited the

Marine Simulation Center which is equipped with
world-class state-of-the-art ship simulation
facilities, after hosting the Emergency Economic
Countermeasures meeting, held at the international
conference hall on the 5th floor of the
administration building.

President Lee wrote in the guest book ‘Future of
the Maritime Power, Korea Maritime University!,
President Lee Myung-bak’ to mark his visit to
KMU. He also wished for the growth of KMU,
while planting a commemorative tree at the green
plaza in front of the administration building with
the president of KMU, Park Han-il and other

Korean government officials.
The meeting was held to develop measures to

improve both engineering competence and ocean
apparatus, as the number of orders Korea receives
and the offshore plant market have both been
growing continuously as the world energy
consumption expands.

KMU President Park Han-il said, “The fact that
the Emergency Economic Countermeasures
meeting, chaired by President Lee was held at
KMU, in itself means the capability and status of
Korea Maritime University is the one and only
ocean specialized university.” He also added “I
will do my best to take the leading role in drawing
up some measures for the springboard to make our
nation a global maritime power.”

aifest is the traditional German
celebration of the arrival of spring.
During Maifest, villagers erect a pole
in the local square. Dancing around

the pole, citizens prayed for good luck and wealth.
With music and famous German food such as
beers, cheese and ham, many neighborhoods have
a good time and enjoy the festival.

Maifest, famous festival from German is held
on May 26th at Korea Maritime University.
Department of European at KMU and
DAAD(DeutscherAkademischerAustauschDienst)
hosted it. Five universities’ students and
professors from Department of European Studies
from KMU, Department of German from Busan
University of Foreign Studies, Department of
German Studies from Kyungsung University,
Dong-A University, Department of german
language and literature, and Busan National
University,Department of German Language and
Literatureand professors and many foreigners
participated in.

In 2004, the festival was first held by professors
in many universities in Busan. It is now the eighth
festival, and it is first time held in KMU. “Maifest
in Busan is designed to introduce German and

Europe’s culture and inspire interests to people. It
has now become a festival that many foreigners in
Busan enjoy with Koreans.” KMU professor of
Department of European Studies, Jung Jin-sun
said.

In the festival hall, there are departments such
as food court, where students sell traditional food
and foreign institutions which introduce travel
course and studying overseas program.Most of the
festival is designed by students in the five
universities including foods, performances, and
progress. Those students major in German-related
departments.Professor Jun Jin-sun said,“Most of
the events are made by students. We professors
just helped them. Through it, I hope that students
feel the joy of ‘doing something’ and ‘enjoying
with others’ festively, just like original purpose of
Maifest.“

Park Su-jin, a graduate in European Studies said
“It is first time for our university to open the
festival. Despite our university is located other
areas, I feel happy that many people come here to
enjoy the festival compared to last year. Also, I
feel good that more and more people participate in
Maifest.”

t Korea Maritime University,
professor Choi Hong-bae is well
known as ‘the Dok-do professor.’ He
is doing a lot of work about Dok-do

such as holding a concert for Dok-do, teaching the
class called ‘the understanding of Dok-do’ and
preparing a project of Dok-do cheering in baseball
stadium etc. Now, he will be carrying forward a
project to make an artificial island similar to Dok-
do in the public water space near Yeong-do. The
fact was reported in the newspaper and YTN.

The purpose of this idea is that he thinks many
people would like to go to Dok-do but it is
difficult to visit because of the cost and difficulty
of travel. The artificial island project may help
people with this. He said that if we always watch
Dok-do, the Korean people will continuously love
this island.

The artificial island will be a tenth of the size of
the original one. Its interior design will be
designed like the structure of the ancient tomb
Cheonma-chong (Ancient royal tomb in Gyeong-
ju, Korea). The Cheonma-chong is structured with
a museum in the interior of the tomb. The museum
of the artificial island also will be designed to
educate all students about the history of the
Korean people. 

Professor Choi selected the public water space

near Yeong-do as a place to set the artificial island
because Korea Maritime University has the
infrastructure which can promote the issue to
tourists such as  National Maritime Museum
which will supply compulsory viewing. There are
also the International Cruise Terminal, where
many cruise ships of the world visit, and Yeong-
do Bridge which is one of the most famous places
in Busan. They will help promote the artificial
island.

Busan Metropolitan City Hall will support cost,
which is about 20 million won, to set the basic
plans for building the artificial island. Yeong-nam
Seagrant Center, the association for ocean
development run by the Ministry of Land, will
also support some costs. The possibility to realize
a ‘Mini Dok-do’ is getting closer. However, the
cost is extremely insufficient. When it comes to
the costs, Professor Choi thinks that the whole
nation’s interest will be needed as well as the
government funding. 

There may be diplomatic problems between
Korea and Japan if this island is made. Since
Korea is a proud independent nation, this matter is
not a thing to ignore, but an issue we must resolve. 

MU Student Counseling Center
opened this March. The Center
provides three main programs:
counseling programs, psychological

exams and workshops. The Center helps students
solve problems regarding studying, love affairs,
personal relationships, and family trouble, etc. Lee
A-reum, the counselor who is currently
responsible for the Center said, “Counseling is
different from having a conversation with friends.
Counselors require training to deal with people
who have problems so we can help students
approach and analyze their problems effectively
and offer solutions.”

There are two types of counseling programs:
personal counseling and group counseling.
Personal counseling is helpful for students who
have private troubles. The Center carries ten
personal counseling for each person to solve the
student’s problems. The personal counseling lasts
for two or three months and a counselor and a
student have a meeting once a week to settle the
problem. Group counseling is a counselor having
a meeting with several students who suffer from
the same problems such as bad grades or stage
fright. Through the meeting, they can share the
problems and solutions together.

Although there are many foreign students in
KMU, the Center has no system to counsel them.
According to data from KMU International
Affairs & Education Center (2012.4.1), the
number of foreign undergraduates is 97 and the
number of foreign graduate students is 76. 

As foreigners they may have many problems.
With regard to this matter, the counselor said that
if they need help the Center can come up with
ideas and make programs for them. She added that
it could be possible to hold group counseling for
the foreign students. 

KMU should consider the matter seriously and
provide international students with the counseling
programs. A Chinese international student who
studies at KMU said that she wants to take the
psychological exams to know better about herself
but she is not sure whether she can understand the
tests written in Korean. The Center needs to come
up with an idea to provide counseling services for
foreign students. They have rights to receive
benefits from school like Korean students. 

KMU Student Counseling Center
051-410-4101, 4100
Welfare Building 4F
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orea Maritime University joined the
fifth Busan Port Festival held in
Busan Cruise Terminal on 1st to 3rd of
June. KMU has run a variety of

programs to help local residents love and
remember the importance of the sea.

First, KMU had a booth with a photo corner
featuring pictures with navigators in uniforms, a
KMU brochure corner, and a face painting corner
for children.

Yeong-nam Sea Grant Center opened the Busan
Sea Exhibit. It introduced the results of the
programs opened along the coast of Busan and ran
a  ‘haenyeo’ photo zone to raise people’s
awareness of local sea problems.

At KMU Marine Training Field, a free 30-
minute cruise around Oryukdo and Busan coast
program was operated by the KMU Lifelong
Education Center. Festival visitors took the
cruises from 2 to 6 pm.

his year, KMU decided to lower
tuition fees by seven percent. To
know more about the lowered tuition
fees, I visited the Financial

Department in our university and asked some
questions to an officer of the Accounting Section,
Kang Suk-joo.

Tuition fees have three parts, admission fees,
school fees and school supporting association
fees. Headquarter of our university decided to
diminish 7% in every part of tuition fees. For
example, students enrolled in the Engineering
College paid 2,255,000 last year but now they
pay 2,098,000.

No, it has no relation. Boarding fees are
determined by Steering Committee of dormitory.
They decide fees themselves, considering the
prices. The university does not join the
dormitory’s accounting.

Each department makes a budget every year.
Headquarter orders departments to decrease the
budget. As an order, each department decides
which projects to do or not to do. Some projects
may not be that important. By deleting such
projects, KMU can keep going on. Of course,
KMU never removes projects related to students. 

By Son Han-sol, Reporter
hsson1228@daum.net

By Kim Tae-nam, Reporter
knl0705@naver.com

By Choi Won-hee, Reporter
cwh0207@nate.com

By Han Bo-hwa, Editor-in-chief
matilda710@naver.com

By Kim Tae-nam, Reporter
knl0705@naver.com

By Cho Han-vid, Reporter
jhv93@naver.com
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acebook, one of the social
network services, has become a
big part of our daily lives. It

becomes a daily routine to check Facebook
and make status updates. A recent report
shows that the number of Facebook users is
about 850 million in the world. Among the
users the number of Korean users is about
5.7 million. The users spend about 54
minutes a day on Facebook on average. One
out of every three American women in their
30s checks their Facebook when they wake
up in the morning.

On Facebook you can post your pictures
wherever you are and whenever you want to.
People can report their lives on their
timeline. Due to the newsfeed, you can
check your friends’ news without visiting
their pages. 

The daily reports posted on the status
updates include writer’s emotions. Facebook
has provided a special service based on the
fact. Since 2007, Facebook has provided a
service to prevent suicide. If Facebook users
report that there is a friend who posts
messages on his or her timeline that imply
the possibility of suicide, Facebook will send
the user an email to help connect him or her
with counselors. 

People use Facebook not only to express
their thoughts or daily lives but also to
promote themselves with a certain purpose.
A growing number of companies use
Facebook to communicate with their
customers and promote themselves.
Politicians make Facebook accounts to
notify voters of their election pledges.

One of the most important benefits of

using Facebook is we can make more
personal connections. Facebook continues to
show you the list of people you might know
based on your information and recommends
you to add the people as friends. You also
find people whom you know under your
friends’ pages. We can be ‘friends’ with
people whom we do not know well. 

We friend other people, create new
relationships, and share information on
Facebook but it has side effects. According
to an article, doctors have warned of a
condition they call ‘Facebook depression’
that may affect troubled teenagers who
obsess over the social networking site. The
teenagers could have depression when they
see others’ happy news that they do not
have. They feel depressed when their
Facebook pages are quiet while others’ have
many comments from friends. Using the
Facebook app, it is possible to check it
anytime, which could lead the users to use
the social network site more frequently and
to become addicted to the site.

We also should be very careful to reveal
our information. The U.S. companies and
government organizations asked job
applicants to provide their profile
information of social networking site or even
to provide their Facebook ID and password
to get more information about the applicants. 

Due to Facebook, the world is more open
and connected. It is a useful communication
tool but we need to think of its effects
because it has a big influence on our lives.

im Yong Kim got an official
recommendation for the World
Bank from the U.S. government.
Who is the person that the U.S.

government recommended for the WB
president? He is the current president of the
Dartmouth College. Surprisingly he is the
first Asian to be the president. Like Yale and
Harvard, Dartmouth is also an Ivy League
college. 

His worldwide medical work is also
known. He established the medical charity
‘Partners in health.’ He was also the
Assistant Director-General-AIDS of the
World Health Organization (WHO). He
could be called a man who moved the world. 

His father was a dentist, and his mother
majored in philosophy. This special
combination has given him a lot of chances
to think big. His father always told him, “To
know what you want to do and what you
want to be is important. But you should
choose to do the hardest thing among them
on the first hand. Be a valuable man. Be a
man who could help out the world.” This

made him study hard no matter how hard it
was. On the other hand, his mother always
told him about the philosophical ideas of
Gandhi, Martin Luther King and Lee Whang.
Through this he was disciplined to think
deeply.

Jim Yong Kim says his key reason to the
success is his parents. He was truly affected
by his parents, and then started to think,
‘How could I give back to the world that I
have received from my parents?’ This idea
has made him to work for the WHO and to
do some charity work. For 25 years, he has
worked to solve the many problems of the
world. Specifically, through medical works.
He works hard for these when other people
were doing it for their own food, house, and
enjoyment. 

His humbleness and the proper vision for
the world moved the U.S. government to
recommend him for the president of the
World Bank. We hope that he becomes the
real World Bank President in the future.

By Han Bo-hwa, Editor-in-chief
matilda710@naver.com

www.naver.com

By Cho Han-vid, Reporter
jhv93@naver.com

oluntary service is increasing
because voluntary records are
used in various area such as

finding work, entrance examinations and
grades. Recent voluntary services function
as spreading the joy of sharing with the
surrounding people as well as learning
something from other people, not ending the
career. According to a recent survey by the
Korea Children’s Foundation, 40.7% of
undergraduates replied that they just like
volunteering itself rather than finding work
or increasing their grade. Many students try
to find and experience various voluntary
services as a true heart.

If you want to volunteer with a true heart,
here are some associations. This is the
recommend site lists of voluntary service.  

(Korea
Association of Love and Service)
We can volunteer for a child, head of

household, or elder who lives alone.
(Holt

Children’s Services Inc)
This is the association for the children who
are excluded from society and home. The
main contents of activity is to interpret as a
guide for adopters from abroad and to take
care of children etc.

(Habitat for
Humanity)
We can build a house in areas hit by
disasters. For example, we can build a
house in the Republic of Haiti. 

(Good
Neighbors)
This association volunteers for the people
who are excluded from society in our own
and other lands and gives hope to people of
all around the world. 

By Choi Won-hee, Reporter
cwh0207@nate.com

Yacht Operator’s License is an
official document which states
that a person can operate a yacht
on a sea. Korea Maritime

University is designated as the test site by the
Korean government. There are a driving
range and several yachts in KMU. Applicants
can learn how to operate a yacht through the
program provided by KMU Lifelong
Education Center (051-410-5005). Tuition
fee costs 500,000 for people who are not
KMU students. KMU student can get a
discount to 350,000. Both the tests are
being implemented once a month.

A Yacht Operator's License is like a driver
license. It consists of a written test and
driving test to get a license by Korea Coast
Guard. Applicants are required to take a
written test to demonstrate knowledge of
yacht laws and regulations. The test
questions are multiple choices and a score of
70 or above is required. If you have a
certificate of competency of a seaman rate or
marine engineer, you are exempted from the
written test. 

In the driving test, applicants are required
to handle a yacht to demonstrate navigation
skill then score of 60 or above is required.

You have to wear a life vest before getting
on the yacht for the test and it is very
important to start. On the yacht, there are
four people are needed: a skipper (captain),
starboard (right) side, port (left) side and
bowman. Each person will assume their
duties during sailing. The applicant has to
perform all parts in the test.

The driving test consists of five steps:
tying knots (figure-eight knot, cleat knot,
bowline and clover/fender knot), readiness to
depart, readiness to come alongside the pier,
ability to control the boat using side
compass, and estimating the navigation using
tacking and gybing.

Tacking means how a sailing vessel turns
its bow to the wind so that the direction from
which the wind blows changes from one side
to the other. Gybing means a sailing vessel
turns its stern to the wind, such that the wind
direction changes from one side of the boat
to the other. Both tests are implemented once
a month.

By sailing a yacht you can not only get a
license but you also feel part of a sea. Now
summer is coming. How about enjoying
sailing a yacht?

Yoon Eun-Ju
English Language and Literature
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ecently, a research team discovered that having
violence frequently in young age leads to early
death or rapid aging. Telomere, part of our DNA
which is related to lifespan and aging, gets

damaged when people expose to any violence situation.
A Duke University research team researched 236

children born before 1994 and 1995 to find correlations
between violence and damage of telomere. What the
team found is that those who had frequently been bullied
or meted out by others had damaged telomere. 

Telomere is a part of DNA which is located at the edge
of every DNA. As we live, a cell keeps dividing. Unlike
other materials in a cell, telomere gets shorter when a cell
performs cell division. As long as we live, telomere gets
shorter and shorter and at last disappears. Consequently,
when there’s no more telomere left in a cell, the cell dies.
It is known that telomere shortens because of smoking,
stress, obesity, etc.

In 1990s, Professor Avshalom Caspi and Terrie Moffitt
conducted a follow-up study. Under the title of
‘Environmental-Risk Longitudinal Twin Study,’ they
followed 1100 Romanian twins. Then they selected 236
children. When all of them grew to age of 18, researchers
collected samples of DNA and compared it with the
DNA taken at age of 5 and 10. Also, researchers
interviewed children’s parents that if there were any
violence at home or whether the children were bullied.
The result shows that telomere is proportional to having
violence. 

Forty-two percent of children who underwent three
types of violence, domestic violence, frequent bullying
victimization and physical maltreatment by adult have
shorter DNA than those who didn’t have many violent
situations. “We know that violence is associated with
higher inflammation levels. Higher inflammation levels
are associated with shorter telomere length.” The
research team says. There were many studies that found
any type of stress shortens telomere and it affects the
human body a lot but the object was adult. It is the first
time that influence of stress on children’s telomere.

However is not clear how stress translates to shortening
telomeres. Professor Moffitt says, “The whole world
consumes a large amount of money to treat diabetes,
heart disease, dementia and so on. Through the
experiment, I could find that protecting children from
stress will make a lot of benefits, such as finance.”

he Electronic Retina, developed by Stanford
College of Medicine can give sight to the blind.
With the Retina, two British men can now see.
Because of retinitis pigmentosa, they were

completely blind. Retinitis pigmentosa is a disease that
decreases the functions of rod cells and cone cells, which
sense the light and send an electronic signal to brain so it can
recognize what we see. However with the help of the
operation, they are able see and identify objects even if they
are black and white.  Ophthalmology professor Robert
Maclaren of Oxford Eye Hospital and King’s College
Hospital in London led the operation. Chris James, who had
surgery said, “I was sure that I could sense the light and
distinguish objects when the microchip first worked. I’m able
to make out a curve or a straight line now. Most of all, I’m
really excited to be part of this research.” He had been
without sight for 25 years.

The operation took eight hours. First, the doctors placed a
power supply behind the patient’s ear which generates
electrical power with solar heat. Then they inserted wafer-thin
3-millimeter Electronic Retina in the back of the eye. After
three weeks waiting to be healed, the device turned on. The
retina substitutes for rod cells and cone cells which sense the
light. After they sense the light coming the eye, the pixel
sends an electronic signal to the brain. 

The old retina implant required an extra battery implanted
to operate the retina and lines connecting the eye with battery.
However the Electronic Retina is different.

The researcher said, “The new device is thinner than the last
one and the operation is so easy because there are no lines to
implant. This device will assist many of those who have
trouble with eyesight.” This artificial retina has about 1500
pixels. Experts say the blind will be able to sense every small
object when the pixels increase up to ten-thousand. 

However this retina implant is not the best solution.
Professor Malaren says, “This project is not the formal
treatment. It’s just part of a clinical demonstration.” Also, not
every blind person can have surgery. Those who suffer from
glaucoma and optic nerve disease are not qualified. Moreover,
age-related macular degeneration is also not suitable. Only
those who have problems on sensing light may get a perfect
result. And there are many things to develop such as
durability. However advanced cases may benefit from it in
future, they say.

Professor MacLaren said, “The brain needs to learn the
optic nerve because it has been long time since the patient
was able to see. However we find that re-activating the retina
through Electronic Retina is a hopeful result for us and the
patient.” The researchers say it will take about ten more years
to commercialize. 

Diabetes is a chronic disorder of the
pancreas and the hormones it secretes,
and it results in elevated levels of sugar in
blood. And these days, the number of
children suffering from diabetes is greatly
increasing. According to the American
Center for Disease Control and
Prevention, the Center estimated 187,000
diagnosed cases of diabetes in children
and young adults under the age of 21,
along with 20,000 new cases identified
each year in the United States. However
recent advances in diabetic treatment
made it easier to control the disease. Still,
it is a serious condition which needs to be
monitored appropriately. 

There are two types of diabetes among
children, teens and young adults. First of
all, Type 1 diabetes is called juvenile
diabetes and it occurs when the body
stops producing insulin which is a
hormone very essential to our lives.
Accordingly, people diagnosed with type
1 diabetes should inject insulin every day
for the rest of their lives. It’s because
taking insulin does not cure diabetes.
Diabetes is a life-long chronic disease
where there is no cure. It requires
constant attention. So people with type 1

diabetes should test their blood sugar
levels and take insulin shots every day. 

Next, there has been a significant
increase in children and teenagers
diagnosed with type 2 diabetes recently.
Type 2 diabetes, which is also called
adults-onset-diabetes, occurs when the
body does not produce enough insulin or
loses its ability to efficiently use insulin.
Some believe that the increased incidence
of obesity among children and
adolescents, and poor eating habits are
responsible to this phenomenon. Most of
the youngsters diagnosed with type 2
diabetes are overweight or obese. And
meal plans for these patients would be
designed to promote weight loss which
has positive effect on blood glucose
levels by reducing blood glucose
resistance. 

Diabetes is a serious condition and
must be treated. But today the disease is
not as negative as it used to be. Today,
glucose testing technique and treatments
for the disease are developing
significantly, and with proper care and
treatment children with diabetes can
enjoy healthy lives today. 

ore than 3,000 people rallied
through midnight (May 3),
accusing President Lee
Myung-bak of opening the

door for American beef which they
believe is not safe from mad cow disease.

The question concerning U.S. beef has
been an issue recently again. 

Taiwan banned imports of all U.S. beef
in 2003 and again in 2005 because of mad
cow disease cases and has only gradually
re-opened its market to certain cuts of
beef since then. And on April 25 this
year, Taiwan’s legislature has postponed
a meeting to review legal revision related
to imports of U.S. beef, insisting that the
government first verify reports that a
dairy cow in California had been

discovered with mad cow disease. And
the U.S authorities confirmed that the
mad cow disease, also known as bovine
spongiform encephalopathy, in a cow was
being processed in a rendering facility in
central California. However, public
officials in the United States said the
meat from the cow did not actually enter
the food supply. 

Although we cannot decide which is
true or false about American beef, it is
sure that these days, negative images of
U.S. beef dominates most younger
Koreans for many reasons. We can see
this phenomenon over the fact that
McDonald’s restaurants and Outback
steak houses in South Korea have placed
newspaper advertisements in recent days

declaring that they were not using
American beef. So what do you think this
would mean?

However to the matter of fact, South
Korea was the third-largest overseas
market for United States beef exporters,
buying $800 million worth of U.S. beef a
year until an import ban was imposed in
2003 after a case of mad cow disease
breakout. Now, after months of
negotiations, South Korea agreed in April
to resume imports with few restrictions
on meat shipments. But the deal still
brings huge protests, which contains
some sort of anti-government tendency
(against Lee Myung-bak administration).

By Son Han-sol, Reporter
hsson1228@daum.net

By Son Han-sol, Reporter
hsson1228@daum.net

By Kim Tae-nam, Reporter
knl0705@naver.comwww.memsjournal.com

By Kim Tae-nam, Reporter
knl0705@naver.com

www.elegantdirectory.com

www.todayheads.com

www.cdc.gov
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Students go crazy with the cool dances and the great
performances. A round of applause to the passionate dancers!

The freshmen marching toward the
dancing stage.

Famous singer Gummy at KMU. 

The Great Cheering Festival is held on
Friday night.  Dong-A University, Honam
University, Changwon University, Korea
Maritime University, Daegu university and
Kyungsung University participated. Each
university showed a great performance.

Barbecue Party!  All the food were free
and tasty!

The Feast of Colors, one of the main festivals, which College of
Maritime Sciences held, took place on Tuesday, May, 15 at the main
playground of KMU. 

The feast was originally meant to pray for safe-sailing because a long
time ago, the ships sailing through the equator used to have a difficult
sailing upwind as there existed no winds at all. And this is why we call
the festival Neptune’s Revel, the ceremony of crossing the equator.

At the Feast of Colors, students dress up oddly and they arm
themselves with fake-weapons made of paper. When the fire camp burst
into blaze, the atmosphere gets heated up and the party begins! 

Freshmen dancing with their partners
wearing funny clothes.

Halibut holding contest. Anybody who wants to hold Halibut can
participate in this contest. If you want to have a taste, you can ask the
professionals to fillet the raw fish on the spot. This contest is one of the
most popular festival events every year.
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he world star unveiled the
schedule of her tour via
her Twitter, surprising her
fans in Seoul with the

announcement that it will kick off here
on April 27.

When asked why she chose Seoul as
the first city of her upcoming world
tour in Asia Pacific instead of Japan,
Asia’s largest music market, the official
said, “Lady Gaga said she just loves
Korea. She is looking forward to
meeting her Korean fans who showed
enormous passion and enthusiasm
during her last showcase in Seoul (in
2009),” said the official.

However, despite her eagerness to
meet Korean fans and show her
performances, there seems to have
some trouble. There has been a news
that scores of South Korean Christians
will pray together on Sunday against
Lady Gaga's Seoul concert, organizers
said, accusing the U.S. pop star of
advocating homosexuality and

pornography.
Kang, who leads a group called

Alliance for Sound Culture In
Sexuality, said other major church
groups would join his campaign by
holding protests around the Seoul
headquarters of Hyundai Card who is
the concert organizer. Also, the Korean
Association of Church Communication
vowed last month to take "concerted
action to stop young people from being
infected with homosexuality and
pornography." With these huge protests
against her concert, the Korea Media
Rating Group adjusted the concert’s
age rating, so the South Koreans aged
under 18 have been banned from the
concert after it was rated unsuitable for
younger audiences.

Lady Gaga is famous for the hit
songs ‘Bad Romance’, ‘Born this way’,
and ‘Poker Face’ and has become an
intrusive voice for gay rights and anti-
bullying campaigns.By Son Han-sol, Reporter

hsson1228@daum.net

he Audrey Hepburn Story, written by Alexander
Walker not only covers the actress’ bright sides such
as her great achievements on the film world, but also
talks about her dark sides such as her unhappy

childhood, her divorces, her affairs and her failed films.
Hepburn was born on May 4, 1929 in Brussels, Belgium to a

well-to-do family. Her father was a rich Briton banker and her
mother was a daughter of a Dutch baron. But arduous times
began when the Second World War started, and Hepburn’s
slender shape might be caused by this tough suffering filled with
starvation. After the war, in her 20s, she started acting an extra
role on a few films. And when she got a chance to play a major
role at the play Gigi, her brilliant success began. The famous
film director Wilhelm Weiller had his eye on Audrey to make
her star at his movie Roman holiday, and this classic film made
her receive the Academy Award for Best Actress at the age 25.

Although her life as a famed actress was wonderful, sadly, her
life as a woman was not so happy as she got divorced two times.
But on March 1988, her new life as a UNICEF goodwill
ambassador finally started. Hepburn spent the rest of her life
doing relief activities. She dedicated herself to helping
underprivileged children in the developing countries until she
got a cancer in her colon and died at the age of 65.  

Audrey Hepburn was not like other celebrities who had an
overbearing celebrity status that they could not keep up with.
Hepburn sought only to do goods and live a simple life and this
is the reason why she is still seen as a type of mythical figure.

I would recommend this book to anyone who may only regard
her as a famous movie star. Beautiful, delicate, graceful, but
always warm and natural, Audrey Hepburn stole everyone’s
hearts. And she was also brave, working tirelessly for UNICEF
in the face of her own failing health.

By Son Han-sol, Reporter
hsson1228@daum.net

www.audrey1.org

By Cho Han-vid, Reporter
jhv93@naver.com

he Bang Bang Club is
based on the conflict
between the African
National Congress (ANC)

group and the Inkatha Freedom
Party (IFP) during 1990-1994 in
South Africa. In 1990, after Nelson
Mandela’s discharge, the transition
came (from the apartheid system to
government based on universal
suffrage). This period saw much
black-on-black factional violence,
particularly between ANC and IFP
supporters. The conflict between the
ANC group, supporting the racial
unification and the IFP, based on 9
million Zulus fighting for their
independence and having capitalist
mind, became brutal. Afterward, the
conflict became the loop between
ANC, IFP, and whites. Many

photographers gathered to take
photos of the brutal conflict.

This movie presents the reality of
the photographer’s life. There are
four main photographers in The
Bang Bang Club, Kevin Carter,
Greg Marinovich, Ken Oosterbroek,
and Joao Silva. They go anywhere
when tension occurs. As for Greg,
he takes the photo of ANC follower
getting burned due to the violence of
the IFP followers, which gets him to
the Pulitzer Prize winner. But he
starts to feel uncomfortable about
the fact that he should always be the
bystander from all the incidents. The
agony which makes him feel guilty

follows him all the time. Being in
the actual site, but being not able to
help out the incidents gives all four
of them great burdens. This burden
makes Kevin Carter a drug addict.
Kevin goes through the hard time
and relies on drugs and marijuana
which finally make him
unemployed. After losing his job,
Kevin leaves the conflict zone and
heads toward Sudan where the
hunger prevails. He was awarded the
Pulitzer Prize by taking the
Sudanese girl and the vulture. But as
the picture brought attention of the
global people, every word of blame
made him grieve.

Members of the Bang Bang Club
work hard and do their job where
savage and brutal fighting prevail.
Ironically, they take photos of the
brutal moment or more than brutal
situations, and use them to raise the
anger of the global people and to
stimulate them. Capturing the
moment of brutality, the members
begin to look just for the picture
which makes money itself. But they
continuously fight their own war to
open the eyes of the world toward
the actual cruelty of war.

As the four photographers keep
working in dangerous conflict areas,
Ken and Greg was shot. By this
accident, Ken Oosterbroek was dead
on sight, and Greg Marinovich
stopped his photographic work.
Afterward, Kevin Carter suicides in
his car and Joao Silva became the
only member of the Bang Bang
Club who still works as a
photographer.

Kevin says, “What makes a great
picture is one that also asks
question.” The agony of the people
who must stay just as bystanders
inside all of the brutal incidents and
the grief of the people who must
stand neutral but cannot do anything
as they take pictures in the particular
position, fill this movie. It is the
common ethical problem which
people like interviewers,
photographers, and documentarists
face. This agony has no sure answer.
But keep asking this question and do
our best should be the best action
that we can ethically make.

By Cho Han-vid, Reporter
jhv93@naver.comwww.naver.com

he World Expo is a large-scale, global, non-
commercial exposition. To host the Expo, the
country must be approved by the international
world Expo committee. The Expo promotes the

exchange of ideas and development of the world economy,
culture, science and technology. 

Korea is having its second Expo. The structures of the Expo
are specially designed to be harmonized with the Yeosu sea.

Visitors to the Yeosu Expo must see four major attractions.
First, Aqua Planet is the largest aquarium in Korea. It is six
times bigger than 63 Sea World. This tunnel right under the
water is the most popular site in Expo. It also has a solar power
system on top of the building which provides energy for the life
support system for the aquarium’s organisms. Aqua Planet has
over thirty thousand sea organisms including a Beluga whale, a
Baikal seal and a sea dragon. The Beluga whale is an
endangered species which could buy people’s attention. 

Secondly, Sky Tower is the remodeled old cement silo which
was abandoned in the middle of sea shore. It is now a gigantic
pipe organ that rings throughout the whole area. It recently
entered the Guinness Book of World Records for its six-
kilometer-range sound. Its roof provides the great view of the
Yeosu city if you go on the roof of it. 

Third is the Big O. This is a symbolic structure in the Expo
which provides special events and beautiful water shows. It
may be the best place for couples to go around and spend some
time together.

Lastly, the Expo Digital Gallery has a gigantic screen in

which a digital whale called 'The Dreaming whale’ swims. This
whale feeds on visitor’s text messages. The more messages that
are sent, the bigger the whale grows, and if you scream at a
specific site the whale comes there.

There are lots of things to see in Yeosu Expo other than
these. So be sure to go there. It is open until August 12. 

Photo by Jung Beom-young, Logistics Systems Engineering

By Han Bo-hwa, Editor-in-chief

www.naver.com
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Mark. L. Wing
Visiting Full-time Instructor of English Language and Literature

ife will have a good number of
surprises for you. Some of these
surprises will be wonderful, some
will be exciting, and some will be

distressing. I would like to talk about one of
the more important distressing ones.  

As I passed through the beginning of my
“middle” years, I noticed that the years
seemed to be going by faster than they used
to. Time seemed to pass by very slowly when
I was a child. I can clearly recall the summer
vacations from my elementary school, and
how long they seemed to last. By the end of
the summer I was usually so bored that I
actually wanted to go back to school! 

I looked forward to becoming an adult, so I
could do all the exciting things I saw my
parents do, like driving, staying up late at
night, and having money to buy things. Going
from age 0 to age 20 seemed to take forever!
But here’s the problem. Since my first 20
years seemed to take so long to pass by, I
assume that the second 20 years would pass
at the same rate…but they didn’t!  

I still recall the shock I felt when I received
the invitation to my 20th year high school
reunion! I looked at my family and friends,
and reflected on all the things we had (and
had not) done…and it didn’t really seem like
it had been a full twenty years. I realized that

if I lived to be 80 years old, my life was half
over! It was then that the reality of just how
short life is sank in, and I mean REALLY
sank in.

I now understand that there will be things
in life that I will not get to do, not because I
lack skill or intelligence, but because there
just won’t be enough time! Some people find
this very disturbing…but I find it a blessing.
Knowing that I have a time limit helps me to
organize my life in a more efficient and
exciting way. It allows me to evaluate the
things, people, and activities I encounter and
determine whether or not they are worth the
time I would spend on them. This helps me to
reduce the amount of time I waste on
unimportant things…like working jobs I
don’t like, or dealing with rude people.

All of you, at sometime or other, will have
to do things you don’t want to do. The key is
to evaluate the reasons why you are doing
them. Are you working toward a specific goal
that is important to you…or are you just
doing what other people say you should be
doing? In the end, whether you have had a
good life or a bad one, you will only have
yourself to thank, or blame.  Your time in this
life is precious, and it is be very foolish to
waste any of it.

Kim Jeong-hee
English Language and Literature

tudying English is an extremely
important issue in Korean society.
Thousands of Koreans need to
have high English exam scores

including TOEIC (Test of English for
International Communication) or TOEFL
(Test of English as Foreign Language) when
they apply for their jobs and schools. They
are, naturally, exposed either consciously or
unconsciously to the English native
countries’ culture when they study English.
For example, an uncountable number of
Koreans use English names ranging from
Sarah to Tom instead of their Korean names
when they join English conversation classes
due to some teachers’ suggestions in the
classes. Familiarity with other cultures, on
the other hand, is still an ongoing question
that has not been seriously discussed yet;
what are its positive and negative impacts are
and for what purposes were these introduced
to the Korean society?

Using different cultural events helps
students have a more interesting experience
in the class. Think about studying only
English grammar; many students absolutely
fall asleep while studying. On the contrary,
students are curious when they learn about
different holidays, foods and cultures, and the
curiosity helps them to concentrate on what
they are doing. Moreover, getting familiar
with the culture of the native English
countries such as the United States, Canada,
and England gives Koreans benefits when
they make foreign friends, as Koreans have
more opportunities to travel, study and work
in and out of Korea. Here is an example:
before going to Australia, the only Christian

holiday that I knew of was Christmas because
I was not a Christian. Thus, I could not
understand why the all shops, including
public libraries, were closed during Easter. I
also had no idea what to do with the eggs
when my English friends suggested to play a
throw-the-egg-game on a hill. Having a basic
knowledge of Christianity, which is one of
the most historic religions in the west, helps
Korean who do have believe in that God to
make more friends easily. 

However, some English institutions and
companies use non-Korean holidays eagerly
in order to maximize their profits, and
Koreans seem not to be concerned with this
matter. On Valentine’s Day, hundreds of
people rush to buy chocolates and roses for
their lovers without knowing the holiday’s
origins. More seriously, people enjoy these
holidays more than those of Korea; for
instance, numerous Koreans easily remember
the date of Christmas and eagerly buy
presents and flower for their friends and have
a party on that day. In contrast, only old
Koreans know when Dongji is and celebrate
that day. As a matter of fact, Dongji is the
day when the length of the day is exactly the
same as that of the night, and, traditionally,
Koreans eat red bean soup in order to prevent
having bad luck.

To sum up, as Koreans have more chances
to meet non Korean native speakers,
understanding and accepting other culture
become nature. Familiarity of other culture
and their holidays, on the other hand, has not
only positive but negative impacts. Thus,
Koreans need to distinguish these very wisely
when they celebrate them.

Gregg Whitlock
Visiting Full-time Instructor of English Language and Literature

niversity gives us the opportunity
to try things we might never have
the opportunity to investigate in
the real world. Whether it’s

underwater basket weaving or public
speaking, it’s a great chance to experiment.
Back in university I spent a year working as
the Sports Editor for my university’s
newspaper. It was one of the most exciting
jobs I ever had. The memories I gained from
the experience were indelible. There were
many things I garnered from the experience. I
learned professionalism, developed
confidence in my writing, and gained
valuable interpersonal skills. 

Firstly, the newspaper allowed me to
develop professionalism. I was faced with
many challenges when I first started. I tried to
offer balanced coverage of all the sports
teams at our university. This was no easy
task. There were so many teams for both men
and women. I had to attend press
conferences, sporting events, interviews, and
staff meetings while keeping on top of my
studies. At first, I was a little overwhelmed.
My first interview with the girl’s softball
coach was a disaster. I was ten minutes late
because I forgot where we agreed to meet and
I spilled coffee on my pants. Later, I decided
that a big part of being professional is
learning from your mistakes and being
prepared for anything. At my next interview I
arrived ten-minutes early, politely declined
the coffee, and brought a change of pants.

Next, I was able to quickly develop my
writing ability. When you’re writing for your
peers there’s intense pressure to say

something profound. It forces you to fine-
tune your writing ability. During my time
with the newspaper there were violent
protests occurring over the Vancouver 2010
Winter Olympics. Many people believed it
was a waste of money. I wrote an article
criticizing the violent protests and was
flooded with negative responses. I went back,
read my article, and realized I needed more
sources and research in my writing. The
criticism helped me to understand that people
were actually reading the newspaper and it
encouraged me to give them more. I read
books and attended workshops in effort to
make my writing better. 

Finally, I gained valuable interpersonal
skills. Our newspaper staff truly worked as a
team. Photographers, illustrators and editors
were forced to collaborate on everything that
went into the paper. For instance, our
editorial cartoons were always the best
because we frequently brainstormed creative
ideas as a group and we always used our
talents to support each other. I still feel a
sense of pride because many of the friends I
developed went on to work for magazines
and newspapers. 

Overall, the job I had with my university’s
newspaper was a fantastic experience. I
learned to be professional, confident, and to
work well with others. Moreover, it’s a great
opportunity to try something interesting and
meet new people. Both Superman and
Spiderman had their humble beginnings with
a newspaper so I encourage you to contribute
your super talents to The KMU Herald. 

Kim Bo-young
Maritime Administration 

ow often do you use the free
shuttle bus without inconvenience?
Do you know how much money
KMU pays? The answer is

13,800,000 won per month according to the
2012 Annual Budget Book of KMU. We
spend a tremendous amount of money on the
shuttle bus each month. Then, is it worth the
price? I think the students' convenience is not
up to the cost.

The bus stops are always jammed with
students in the morning, especially few
minutes before starting of lectures. Besides,
one of the drivers who is inconsiderate
sometimes pulls up at the bus stop at Ha-ri,
and gets off the bus and then, he returns in a
few minutes! In this situation, students are
not sure how long they would have to wait in
the bus before he returns. Though they are in
an urgent situation but they do not know
whether they would be late or not. This kind
of behavior from the driver is very cruel to
students.

The students waiting for the bus at the
entrance of breakwater have less chance of
boarding the shuttle. Furthermore, there is
less than a 10% probability that they will find

a seat. They stare vacantly at a jam-packed
bus every morning and they have to run along
the causeway to get to school in time.
Although all of the students pay for shuttle
equally, why are some not privileged to use
it? Consequently, I think the shuttles should
be run with greater frequency in the morning
hours just before lectures start.

When you wait for a shuttle at the last bus
stop in the freezing winter or sticky summer,
you can see the bus that you are going to get
on soon under your very nose. However, you
have no choice but to wait on the freezing
winds or muggy air until the door is opened.
As the door opens, the students get on the
shuttle disorderedly. In that case, the waiting
shuttle bus should keep the door open. By
doing so, those who come first could sit and
wait. Besides, they can avoid the extreme
weather.

In conclusion, the current bus system
should be improved for the convenience of
students. Firstly, the driver's attitude has to
change. Secondly, the shuttles should run
with more frequency in the morning hours.
Thirdly, the doors of the waiting shuttle
should be kept open until the bus is ready to
depart. All students should be able to benefit
from the shuttle with convenience.
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Han Bo-hwa Editor-in-Chief

Dear readers,
Hello. My name is Han Bo-hwa. I am the Editor-in-

chief of The KMU Herald. I am very happy to publish
the newspaper. Many students sent us congratulatory
messages for the first issue and excellent contributions.
Please keep your eyes on the newspaper. Your
participation will make the better newspaper. There is a
line in the movie, Patch Adams which I was impressed
by. “See what no one else sees. See what everyone else
chooses not to see. Out of fear and laziness. See the
whole world a new each day.” This tells us how to see
the world. Our reporters will always try to see what no
one else sees while trying not to fall into mannerism and
consider seriously what a good article is and what
articles KMU students need. Once again, thank you for
your participation and congratulations on the first issue!

Son Han-sol, Reporter

First of all, I am so honored to be given this chance to
get off on the right foot at the beginning of my college
life with The KMU Herald. Having been making the first
issue of the newspaper since I got appointed as a junior
reporter, I felt a huge insufficiency of my English ability
as well as lack of writing skills. But I made my mind up
to try hard to improve my abilities about English and
writing and anything else which is needed as a
newspaper reporter. Along with the publication of the
first edition of The KMU Herald, I will do my best for
any further advance of the newspaper. Thank you for our
members' effort to complete the first edition. Our
reporters including our Editor-in-Chief, thanks a lot and
hope we can keep up the good work!

Kim Yun-jin
International Trade and Economics

I really congratulate you on the publication of
KMU English newspaper. I have always envied
other universities’ English newspaper so this time
our newspaper will make me proud. From now on,
I'll study English very hard to read this newspaper
as well as to submit some articles. I hope to
develop this English newspaper for a long long
time and to be popular for not only our school
students but also other university students. I wish
your English newspaper the bets of luck.

Kim In-Yu
Professor of Maritime Law

I heartily congratulate you on publishing
the first issue of The KMU Herald. Although
the English newspaper started as a club
activity, now the newspaper becomes a big
part of KMU Press.

I express my gratitude to professors of
English Language and Literature who have
shown an incredible desire and passion for
the press and the Editor-in-chief and
reporters making a commitment to make a
good newspaper. 

The KMU Herald will play an important
role as media, and publishing the paper will

be a good opportunity for KMU students to
learn English and use the language. 

The role of the university press is not only
delivering the campus news but also taking a
neutral attitude to satisfy the KMU members’
right to be informed and to protect their
rights and interests. I want The KMU Herald
reporters to keep this in mind as the way to
gain KMU members’ trust.

Once again, congratulations on the first
issue and I hope the press will stand on its
own feet as students’ paper.

Jeong Ji-eun
Maritime Administration

Congratulations on the birth of new English
newspaper. I am interested in learning English and
reading something related to English. So now, I’m
looking forward to reading this newspaper as soon
as possible. I hope it will be the most famous
newspaper in the world, more than the Times or
Herald soon. 

Choi Won-hee, Reporter

I am so happy to put my articles in English newspaper.
I have been seeing all things as good news sources since
I became a reporter. I think this is a nice habit and I
always feel confident and glad when I do this job.
Besides, I have one goal that is to make our English
newspaper as a nationwide and global newspaper like
Times by extension. In order to do so, I will do my best
to find a good story and to write good news in a
responsible spirit.

Kim Tae-nam, Reporter

When I was younger, many adults told me,
“Try and experience many things when you
go to university.” Of course I did not really
understand what they said. 

As time passed, I became a student of
Korea Maritime University. There are many
extracurricular activities. When I saw KMU
advertising for English newspaper reporters,
I applied, and the newspaper accepted me. 

Doing my job in the newspaper, I realized
why the elderly gave me that advice. I could
see and feel many things through it more
than others do. 

As a reporter, I will do my best. As adults
told me, I will do many things. As a student
at KMU, I will write many things. Thank
you.

Cho Han-vid, Reporter

Hello, I am Cho Han-vid. I am really happy to be a
reporter of the English Newspaper. At first, I thought it
would be easy to work as a reporter. But as I think of the
past few weeks, it was really hard for me. Thinking of
every word that I wrote will be read by many readers
was the main hardship for me. At the same time it gave
me lots of lessons. It especially gave me a power to write
other articles for the next newspaper.

Park Gyo-deok
European Studies

Thank you for letting me write this
congratulation posting in first English
newspaper. Congratulations on the publication
of new English newspaper. I am really
looking forward to it and wondering how
wonderful our school’s English newspaper is.
If this English newspaper is popular, I'll
agonize whether to join this club to learn
English and challenge for new experience.
KMU English newspaper, Fighting!

Kim Yoo-song
Architecture and Ocean

Space

The flowering spring has passed and the
warm and shining season has come. In
modern society, the media gives a significant
impact on the public opinion. Considering the
globalization through out the world, I truly
celebrate the publication of the English
newspaper. I hope to read good articles and
remember the importance of the media
through this. 

Park Hwa-ho
Naval Architecture and

Ocean Systems
Engineering

Congratulations on the first publication of
the English newspaper.

I hope it grows large and provides students
with precious information.

Lim Byung-soo
Energy and Resources

Engineering

Congratulations on your English
newspaper publication.It will be a good
chance for students who are subscribing
English magazine or buying English
newspaper to study English.Thanks for your
consideration for students and I look forward
to seeing how you develop the newspaper.

Lee Do-kwon
Marine System

Engineering

At last an English newspaper is coming. I
want to read the newspaper but I cannot read
English very well but I will try hard to read it.

Lim In-hyeok
Navigation Science

Congratulations on publishing an English
newspaper!!! I really want to read it!! I expect
there will be so much information that I want
to get!

Cho Yong-hyeon
Maritime Transportation

Science

Wow KMU English version newspaper! If
it contains many interesting articles, I will
read it.

Choi Sang-hwan
Environmental

Engineering

I really appreciate that we, KMU,  now
have an English newspaper. With passion,
please do the best and become a source of
pride of KMU.

Kim hwan
Marine Equipment

Engineering

I think having English newspaper in our
university is a great pleasure for our college. I
look forward to seeing the best of you in the
future.

Lee Su-ji
Environmental

Engineering

Congratulations! Please be a helpful
newspaper for our school. I believe The
KMU Herald will do the best!


